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Abstract. Software stakeholders who do not have a technical profile (i.e. users,
clients) but do want to take part in the development and/or quality assurance pro-
cess of software, have an unmet need for communication on what is being tested
during the development life-cycle. The transformation of test properties and models
into semi-natural language representations is one way of responding to such need.
Our research has demonstrated that these transformations are challenging but fea-
sible, and they have been implemented into a prototype tool called readSpec. The
readSpec tool transforms universally-quantified test properties and stateful test
models – the two kinds of test artifacts used in property-based testing – into plain
text interpretations. The tool has been successfully evaluated on the PBT artifacts
produced and used within the FP7 PROWESS project by industrial partners.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Property-based testing (PBT) is a powerful approach to software testing [8], but it
may be as challenging for developers who first use it [39] as it is for non-technical
stakeholders to understand, in general, software-related artifacts [46].

Take, for instance, a QuickCheck [8] property such as:

?FORALL({ I , L} , { i n t ( ) , l i s t ( i n t ( ) ) } ,
not l i s t s : member ( I , l i s t s : d e l e t e ( I , L ) ) )

Despite its declarative style and universally-quantified abstraction, it cannot be
claimed to be readable for everyone, and it certainly is far less understandable than:

I f you have a number
and you have a l i s t o f numbers

when you remove the number from the l i s t
then the l i s t does no l o n g e r c on t a i n the number .

The situation is much worse when the software under test is complex enough
to need a stateful model to be tested. On the other hand, agile approaches to
software development demonstrate that the involvement of all stakeholders in the
software life-cycle is a key factor for project success [9]. Specifically, enabling clients
or users to validate software requirements by direct inspection or even interaction
with software quality assurance artifacts such as tests cases and test suites brings
effective benefits [33].

Thus, it is in our own interest as computer scientists and software developers to
explore, formulate and build techniques and tools to fill in the gap that exists not
only between PBT and software developers, but also between the PBT artifacts and
the software clients and users.

This paper presents readSpec, a tool which automatically generates versions of:

• QuickCheck1 properties which are readable for non-technical people. As criteria
for the requirement “readable for non-technical people”, we have adopted the
style used in the tool Cucumber [25], which uses a semi-natural language style
for describing tests.

• QuickCheck stateful models which are readable for non-technical people. In
this case, since there are no tools that use any artifacts similar to these, we
have developed our own semi-natural language representation, which is produced
through symbolic execution.

A prototype version of readSpec is publicly available as a GitHub repository
(https://github.com/prowessproject/readspec), which includes a folder with

1 Specifically, Erlang QuickCheck, the most advanced version of QuickCheck available.
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examples and a user manual. These are the same examples used throughout this
paper.

From the research point of view, the main contributions of our work are threefold:

• A way to close the communication gap that currently exists between stakeholders
with regard to the use of PBT.

• A proposal to use the Cucumber language, Gherkin [50], as semi-natural lan-
guage that can express the same abstractions typically represented by test prop-
erties in PBT.

• A text-based format to express the preconditions, postconditions and results
involved in tests derived from stateful PBT models.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sections 2 and 3 present in de-
tail our proposals for textual representations of test properties and test models,
respectively. Then, Section 4 describes the evaluation of the tool into which we
implemented these proposals, in an industrial setting. We conclude by analysing
related work in Section 5 and final remarks in Section 6.

2 GENERATING BEHAVIOUR-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
SCENARIOS FROM QUICKCHECK PROPERTIES

2.1 Behaviour-Driven Development: Cucumber

We know that when users and/or clients are not involved in the software development
process, this is more likely to fail [9, 5, 42]. Involving users and clients in the software
development process has led to the development or encouraged the adoption of
design artifacts that are approachable by non-technical people, such as UML [13] or
STEPS [16].

We also know that quality assurance activities are essential to the development
of the right software for the users. As such, quality assurance artifacts are key for
software development, since their purpose is to check the user requirements in the
software product that is being or has been built.

However, there have been few efforts to make quality assurance artifacts more
approachable to users and/or clients. Test cases, test suites and/or test models
remain a very technical area. One notable exception, though, is Cucumber [25],
a behaviour-driven development tool whose popularity is on the increase (cf. Fig-
ure 1).

Behaviour-driven development (BDD) takes test-driven development (TDD) one
step closer to the user or client. While TDD is a developer-oriented approach that
demands that tests are written before the implementation, and actually used as
a guide for development, BDD deals with the description of features in semi-natural
language, in order to make them accessible to people outside the development or
testing teams. On the one hand, functionalities are described in a similar way to
specifications; on the other hand, they are described using a set of keywords and
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Figure 1. Google Trends: increased interest about “cucumber (software)”

a layout template that allows the automatic processing of those scenarios into actual
test cases.

Cucumber is the most popular test tool for BDD, originally written in Ruby [25].
Since its first release in 2008, clone versions in a number of other languages have
seen the light, also including two Erlang implementations [35, 40]. All of them
execute plain-text functional descriptions as automated tests. Because Ruby is also
the implementation language of the popular framework Ruby on Rails [23], a full-
stack cross-platform web-app framework, the acceptance of Cucumber among web
application developers has been wide.

With Cucumber, specifications are written as acceptance tests in feature files.
Each feature can be described using a number of scenarios. Scenarios are trans-
formed into executable test cases by the implementation of sequences of steps.

2.1.1 Cucumber Features

Feature files [50] are text-only files with the following header:

FEATURE : <name o f the f e a t u r e>
I n o r d e r to <g e n e r a l desc o f the f e a t u r e>
I need to <goa l o f the f e a t u r e>

The purpose of this general description of what the feature accomplishes is not
operational, rather to provide context to the scenarios that follow.
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2.1.2 Cucumber Scenarios

Each feature file can contain a number of scenarios which illustrate how the feature
is expected to behave. The more diverse the scenarios are, the more complete the
specification will be.

A Cucumber scenario [50] follows this template:

SCENARIO : <desc o f s c e n a r i o>
GIVEN <desc o f input>
(AND <desc o f a d d i t i o n a l input >)
WHEN <desc o f a c t i on>
(AND <desc o f a d d i t i o n a l a c t i on >)
THEN <desc o f consequence o f ac t i on>
(AND <desc o f a d d i t i o n a l consequence o f ac t i on >)

This template is the key to communication between developers, testers, and
non-technical stakeholders. It represents a common ground because, thanks to being
written in semi-natural language, it is understandable and assessable by users and
clients. At the same time, it has a clear procedural style, which developers and
testers can easily identify as a test scenario. Indeed, what tools like Cucumber do
is to automatically translate these into executable test cases (cf. Figure 2).

Figure 2. Role of Cucumber in the software development workflow

2.1.3 Cucumber Steps

The automatic translation of the scenarios included in a feature file into executable
test cases is performed by defining each of the relevant steps (inputs, actions, and
consequences) and implementing their translation into data, function calls, and re-
sult values in the target software. This translation is application-specific, and there
is usually little room for code reuse [38, 19].

For the purpose of our research, we only focus on the automatic derivation of
features and scenarios, and not on the implementation of steps. Our intention is
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not to follow a BDD life cycle: we will not be writing cucumber-like specifications
from scratch. Instead, we take QuickCheck properties and models as input sources.
These test properties and test models are already executable and automatically
transformed into test cases by QuickCheck. The gap we aim to fill in with this work
is the one between the test properties and models, and the non-technical stakeholders
(cf. Figure 3). That being said, the features and scenarios that our readSpec tool
produces strictly follow the Cucumber conventions, so they can indeed be used with
any Cucumber-like tool to derive test cases in their corresponding implementation
languages (Ruby, Java, C++. . . ).

Figure 3. Role of readSpec in the software development workflow

2.2 Generation of Features and Scenarios from Properties

To illustrate how we have modelled and implemented the automatic generation of
features and scenarios from QuickCheck properties, we will use a simple example.
It is a basic QuickCheck module that contains only one test property, which follows
the usual universally-quantifiable declarative statement format, and declares that
any integer I should not be a member of the list that results from deleting that
integer from any given list of integers L.

p r op s imp l e ( ) −>
?FORALL({ I , L} , { i n t ( ) , l i s t ( i n t ( ) ) } ,

not l i s t s : member ( I , l i s t s : d e l e t e ( I , L ) ) ) .

If we sample the generators int() and list(int()) we can get and idea of the
sort of input combinations that the property will be using when generating specific
test cases:

> eqc gen : sample ({ eqc gen : i n t ( ) , eqc gen : l i s t ( eqc gen : i n t ( ) ) } ) .
{ 0 , [−6 , 10 , −9]}
{ 4 , [ ] }
{−6, [ 5 , 11 ]}
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{−5, [ 7 , 3 , 11 ]}
{12 , [−11 , 15 , 14 ]}
. . .

However, we would rather produce this output combined with the actual prop-
erty body, in a more user-friendly way. Also, when testing QuickCheck properties,
we would be running at least a hundred test cases, possibly many more, which will
make us confident about the coverage of the subject under test (SUT). But when
reporting a set of samples for human consumption, we would rather select a few
that instead illustrate reasonable coverage. In the following subsections we explain
how we have tackled this double challenge.

2.2.1 Selecting Sample Property Tests

In order to select a few test cases that we can transform into the scenarios that would
describe a feature (i.e. property), we have chosen to use the QuickCheck eqc suite

library. This is an somewhat atypical subsection of QuickCheck features that allows
us, among other things, to generate a reduced set of test cases that fulfill some
criteria. One of those criteria is code coverage (eqc suite:coverage based/2).

For the criteria to be applied successfully, a coverage tool must be used in
combination. We chose the coverage tool delivered with the rest of the Erlang/OTP
standard libraries, cover [14].

Thus, the algorithm we follow is:

1. Cover-compile the module we want to test, to enable the collection of coverage
measures.

2. Generate a reduced but representative set of test inputs using QuickCheck’s
eqc suite:coverage based/2 and eqc suite:cases/1.

This is better than just randomly sampling the generators, because it ensures
a better distribution for our purposes (namely, that in addition to the random
factor, the test data is generated trying to enforce the execution of all non-dead
implementation code).

2.2.2 Property Features

As we already mentioned, each feature file has a header which only purpose is to
give a general description of the feature described by the scenarios that follow.

Given that our input source for generating the feature file is an Erlang Quick-
Check source file, we have assimilated this general description to the module header
that developers should write when documenting their source code. The standard
tool and format to document Erlang implementation modules is EDoc [15], a tag-
based Javadoc-like format and tool that uses ‘tags’ to identify pieces of commentary
that can later on be extracted and transformed into HTML documentation.

The following is the EDoc header documentation for our simple example:
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%%% @author Laura M. Cas t ro < l c a s t r o@udc . es>
%%% @copy r i gh t 2014
%%% @doc S imple QuickCheck p r o p e r t i e s
%%% @end

In this case, we are interested only in the ‘doc’ tag, which is the one used to
provide the general purpose of the module, namely the QuickCheck test module that
contains the test properties.

The EDoc tool provides some utility functions to extract the EDoc comments
from an Erlang module as an XML structure (edoc extract:source/2), which we
have used to our advantage. Obtaining not only the module description, but also the
description of each property that has been written using the ‘doc’ tag, is a matter
of transversing the structure and locating the tags of interest.

%% @doc De l e t i n g an i n t e g e r from a l i s t s hou ld r e s u l t i n a l i s t
%% tha t does not c on t a i n tha t i n t e g e r .
%% @end

2.2.3 Property Scenarios

Once we have the input samples and have statically extracted from the module
and properties documentation as much information as we can, it is the turn for
generating the scenarios: one for each input sample.

There are two things we need to generate to comply with the Cucumber tem-
plate:

1. A characterisation of the input data (GIVEN + ANDs part of the template),
using the specific samples we have.

2. A description of the property (WHEN/THEN part of the template), in which
we substitute variable names with their sample values.

The first task can be achieved by simple inspection of the generated sample data.
For the second, we rely on the symbolic execution of the test property, as presented
and discussed in Section 3 of this document. The symbolic execution capabilities
are used to obtain a tree-like internal representation of the body function, which is
then transversed (both in depth and width) to replace variable names with variable
values.

The result of this process is a feature file which, for our simple example, includes
scenarios such as:

FEATURE : s imp l e
S imple QuickCheck p r o p e r t i e s

SCENARIO : D e l e t i n g an i n t e g e r from a l i s t s hou l d r e s u l t
i n a l i s t t ha t does not c on t a i n tha t i n t e g e r .

GIVEN I have the i n t e g e r 19
AND I have the l i s t [ 7 , −24, −18, 17 , −8, −9, −8]
THEN IT IS FALSE THAT
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the i n t e g e r 19 i s i n
the r e s u l t o f c a l l i n g l i s t s : d e l e t e /2

wi th 19 and [ 7 , −24, −18, 17 , −8, −9, −8].

Using readSpec, obtaining the complete feature file is a matter of just running
readspec:suite(simple_eqc, prop_simple), where simple eqc is the name of
the test module, and prop simple the name of the property.

2.2.4 Features and Scenarios for Counterexamples

An additional functionality that we have incorporated into readSpec is the possi-
bility of generating these scenarios not only from properties for which we sample
their generators, but also from their counterexamples. We consider that obtaining
a semi-natural language version of a failed test case (i.e., property counterexample)
can be very useful for involving (and maintaining the involvement of) non-technical
stakeholders in the decision of whether a given error is an implementation or a spec-
ification problem [34] (cf. Figure 4).

Figure 4. The optimal circle of stakeholder involvement in software development

Thus, when a counterexample is found during regular QuickCheck operation:

> e q c : q u i c k c h e c k ( s imp l e e q c : p r o p s imp l e ( ) ) .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . F a i l e d ! A f t e r 51 t e s t s .
{14 , [−11 , 14 , −9, 12 , 14 , 14 , −22, 18 ]}
Sh r i n k i n g . . ( 2 t imes )
{14 , [ 1 4 , 14 ]}

we can turn it into a cucumber-like scenario using readspec:counterexample/3,
which generates a prop simple.counterexample.feature file.
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3 EXTRACTING HUMAN-READABLE DESCRIPTIONS
FROM STATEFUL MODELS BY USING SYMBOLIC EXECUTION

Symbolic execution is a broadly researched topic for testing and test generation [31,
32, 51], for specification verification [43], and for invariant generation [11]. Symbolic
execution has also been used sparingly for program comprehension as shown in [52],
but we could not find it linked to natural language explanation generation.

Aside of symbolic execution, there is some work on automatic program docu-
mentation [17, 27], but it is mainly focused on providing information about structure
and generic properties of functions, and not so much about behaviour description.
On the other hand, existing work aimed at improving test readability usually focuses
on getting tests out of use cases or either merging both worlds like it is the case of
Cucumber [25].

In this section we illustrate the symbolic functionality of readSpec applied to
automatically explaining QuickCheck stateful models using semi-natural language.
The symbolic functionality of readSpec is aimed to help understand the QuickCheck
statem models to people with a basic understanding of: the concept of state ma-
chine, the idea of testing, and programming artifacts like variables, collections and
database tables; but that may not have any specific knowledge about the Erlang
syntax nor the QuickCheck API.

As mentioned, Erlang QuickCheck is a PBT tool that supports the automatic
generation (and execution) of test cases. The module statem is a QuickCheck
library that makes it easier to design test models by describing them as abstract
state machines. These stateful test models replace universally-quantified properties
when the answers of the SUT depend on previous interactions with it.

A statem model must describe the abstract state machine by implementing
a series of callbacks that provide information about:

• the data structure that holds the state,

• the commands or transitions that can be executed,

• the preconditions and postconditions that state must satisfy for each command
to be appropriate,

• the effect that each command produces on the state,

• the arguments that each command takes as input.

QuickCheck statem models are analysed by readSpec with a dual approach. On
the one hand, callbacks defined in QuickCheck models may be arbitrary Erlang
functions, only restricted by the Erlang semantics. For this reason we use symbolic
execution to analyse their possible behaviours, as shown in Section 3.1. On the
other hand, the QuickCheck statem library enforces a well defined structure for
the general model. This structure can be used to extract basic information about
the model. Information like the structure of the record containing the state, the
number of different commands defined, and the number of arguments required by
each command, can be extracted easily by checking the basic structure of the callback
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that are defined for each command (i.e., functions whose names end with: pre,
post, args. . . ). In Section 3.2, we show how structural information is used to

improve the results obtained with symbolic execution.

In addition, some programming patterns have special meaning to developers.
Automatically generated explanation for these patterns may be perceived as un-
clear or hard to understand. With the aim of mitigating this problem, a mechanism
is provided that allows the user to collect these patterns and provide clearer expla-
nations for them. An example of usage of this mechanism is shown in Section 3.3.

Throughout the next sections we make use of a well-known example in the Erlang
community, that has been repeatedly used to illustrate several aspects of testing:
the process registry [7, 6, 30, 3, 45]. The Erlang’s virtual machine has a process
registry, meaning that after spawning a process, we can give it a readable name,
and from then on refer to the process by its name instead of its process ID. The
process registry provides the following API:

r e g i s t e r (Name , Pid ) −> ok
u n r e g i s t e r (Name) −> ok
whe r e i s (Name) −> Pid | unde f i n ed

were register/2 associates a name with a process ID, unregister/1 forgets that
name, and whereis/1 looks up a name to get a process ID. The QuickCheck model
to test the process registry is about 150 SLOC of Erlang code; in the next sections,
we show how different parts of that model get translated into text readable by
non-technical people and discuss the complexities behind them.

3.1 Symbolic Execution

For each callback of each command, readSpec extracts a list of possibilities. A pos-
sibility represents a possible execution of the callback. Information provided about
each possibility includes a semi-natural language explanation of the outcomes of the
symbolic execution of the callback in terms of:

1. The arguments used to execute the command.

2. The fields of the record containing the state of the model.

3. The value returned by the command (the result).

If more information is required by the explanation, some of the following sections
may also be included:

1. The definitions section, which provides new definitions of variables written in
terms of other variables already defined, or function calls. These are usually
due to function calls that the system could not analyse, i.e., those that contain
calls to functions that are in different modules, or functionalities that are not
implemented (like operations with binaries or list comprehensions).
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2. The requirements section, which provides requirements that must be satisfied
for the given result to be produced. These requirements may also be written in
terms of other variables already defined.

If several possibilities are detected, they will be presented separated by “OTHERWISE”
labels. These labels remind us that additional possibilities, as an implied extra
requirement, must not satisfy the requirements of any of the previously described
possibilities, even if they do not have any explicit requirements of their own.

Let us consider for example the function register pre/1, that in the Quick-
Check model for the process registry describes the preconditions needed to be able
to register a process with a name. If we provide a single variable called Arg1 as
argument, we obtain the following output:

================================
POSSIBILITIES . . .

================================

∗∗∗ DEFINITIONS ∗∗∗
[ ∗ ] We d e f i n e the v a r i a b l e ”Arg1” as i n the arguments p r o v i d ed
[ ∗ ] We d e f i n e the v a r i a b l e ” r e c e l e m p i d s o f : Arg1” as the
r e s u l t p r o v i d ed by the f u n c t i o n c a l l e d ” g e t v a l u e ” from the
module ”?RECORD” , when i t i s e xecu ted wi th the f o l l o w i n g 3
arguments :

− the l i t e r a l ’ s t a t e ’
− the l i t e r a l ’ p i d s ’
− the v a r i a b l e ”Arg1”

∗∗∗ REQUIREMENTS ∗∗∗
[ ∗ ] The v a r i a b l e ”Arg1” must c on t a i n a r e c o r d o f type ” s t a t e ” .
[ ∗ ] The v a r i a b l e ” r e c e l e m p i d s o f : Arg1” must be equa l to :

− the empty l i s t

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
the l i t e r a l ’ f a l s e ’

================================
OTHERWISE . . .

================================

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
the l i t e r a l ’ t r u e ’

Symbolic execution will try to get the most concrete result out of the code of
the callback register pre/1. We can see that it has been detected that Arg1 must
contain a record of type #state{}. But because we have not bound the fields in
this record to individual variables when setting the arguments, a new variable called
’rec elem pids of :Arg1’ has to be generated. Because records are transformed
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into tuples at compilation time, we cannot rely on existing built-in-functions to
unfold the record; consequently, we write the call in terms of a hypothetical function
inside the fake module ?RECORD. The value of this field cannot be determined either
by looking at the code or by looking at the arguments provided, so the inequality
cannot be deterministically resolved and two possibilities are considered: either it
is not satisfied (the elements are equal and inequality returns the atom false), or
else it is. If the result is assumed false, it can be implied that the field pids must
contain an empty list. If this implication is not complied with, then we know the
output of the function must be the atom true unless an exception is thrown, but
our approach discards abnormal behaviours for simplicity.

Variable names like ’rec elem pids of :Arg1’ are not very intuitive, and so
several mechanisms for renaming them are provided:

1. Variables can be manually renamed by calling rename vars in model/2 on the
result of the symbolic execution. This replaces all the appearances of the vari-
ables provided in the extracted information.

2. If the expression is assigned to a variable in the code, the algorithm will try to
use the name of that variable for the expression rather than the generated one,
if that does not produce any conflict.

3. A more advanced mechanism called idiom definition is explained in Section 3.3;
not only can it be used to mitigate the problem of variable names, but it may
also be used to reduce the complexity of the whole explanation.

In addition, some variables may not be generated at all if we use the right structural
information, as explained in Section 3.2.

3.2 Structural Information

Before symbolically executing a callback, we have the possibility to gather some
extra information. In our example we can safely assume a priori that the state
provided to the function register pre/1 will consist of a record of type #state{}
if, for instance, the statem function initial state/1 returns a record of this type.
Technically, the QuickCheck framework allows the type of the state to change, but
this practice is uncommon, discouraged, and it would not provide any extra flexibility
to a test model.

Thus, assuming the state will always consist of a record of the type provided by
the function called initial state/1, we can give this information to the symbolic
analyser by providing it with the argument already structured as a record:

#s t a t e { p i d s=Sta teP id s , r e g s=StateRegs , dead=StateDead }

Doing this gives us a slightly clearer output:

================================
POSSIBILITIES . . .

================================
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∗∗∗ DEFINITIONS ∗∗∗
[ ∗ ] We d e f i n e the v a r i a b l e ” S t a t eP i d s ” as i n the arguments
p r o v i d ed

∗∗∗ REQUIREMENTS ∗∗∗
[ ∗ ] The v a r i a b l e ” S t a t eP i d s ” must be equa l to :

− the empty l i s t

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
the l i t e r a l ’ f a l s e ’

================================
OTHERWISE . . .

================================

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
the l i t e r a l ’ t r u e ’

This technique can be used with all the arguments of the callback, and all
QuickCheck stateful model callbacks. For example, in the case of next and post

callbacks (that, respectively, implement the test model change of state and post-
conditions), we can provide a list with the right number of elements since this
information is given by the args callback. And at the end of the process, when
constructing the global semi-natural language explanation, we can replace the ap-
pearances of the arguments we provided with manual descriptions of their origin
(i.e., we can replace occurrences of the variable StatePids with the phrase “the
field called pids”).

3.3 Natural Expression of Idioms

Whenever a call to a function that cannot be symbolically executed is detected, this
call is automatically added to the list of definitions and given a generated variable
name. These definitions make the explanation harder to read, and force the user
to switch back and forward to and from the definitions section. Fortunately, lots
of these calls follow programming patterns or “idioms” that can be collected and
explained manually. For this reason readSpec provides a mechanism to define rules
that will rewrite these patterns and transform them into natural explanations.

For example, let us consider the common practice of adding (appending) an el-
ement to the end of a list (L ++ [E]). The original output for code involving this
practice will look like:

∗∗∗ DEFINITIONS ∗∗∗
[ ∗ ] We d e f i n e the v a r i a b l e ” c a l l t o − l i s t s : append/2−1 ” as the
r e s u l t p r o v i d ed by the f u n c t i o n c a l l e d ”append” from the module
” l i s t s ” , when i t i s e xecu ted wi th the f o l l o w i n g 2 arguments :
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− the f i e l d c a l l e d ” p i d s ”
− a l i s t w i th the f o l l o w i n g e lement :

− the r e s u l t o f c a l l i n g spawn/0
∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
a r e c o r d o f type ’ s t a t e ’ w i th the f i e l d s :

r e g s = the f i e l d c a l l e d ” r e g s ”
dead = the f i e l d c a l l e d ”dead”
p i d s = the v a r i a b l e ” c a l l t o − l i s t s : append/2−1 ”

We can identify the definition of the variable ’call to-lists:append/2-1 ’

and see that the operator ++ has been translated into a call to lists:append/2, with
two parameters that are written in abstract syntax. This can be transformed into
a template by replacing the generic parts within readSpec’s internal code structure
with ‘template’ tags conforming an idiom:

c r e a t e i d i om ( t v a r ( Ref , ’ a t om i d e n t i f i e r ’ ) ,
” the r e s u l t o f add ing %ELEMENT% to the c o l l e c t i o n i n %L IST%” ,

[{ ”%ELEMENT%” , var name , t v a r ( Ref , ’ e l ement varname ’ )} ,
{”%L IST%” , var name , t v a r ( Ref , ’ c o l l e c t i o n v a r n ame ’ ) } ] )

where Ref is used by the template system to distinguish the template terms from
the normal ones, and tvar creates a tag that will match any Erlang term and give
it the provided name. Internally, readSpec generates a dictionary of these template
tags that is used during text generation.

When idiom templates such as the previous one are defined, textual representa-
tions like the following are produced by the pretty-printer:

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
a r e c o r d o f type ’ s t a t e ’ w i th the f i e l d s :

r e g s = the f i e l d c a l l e d ” r e g s ”
dead = the f i e l d c a l l e d ”dead”
p i d s = the r e s u l t o f add ing the r e s u l t o f c a l l i n g spawn/0

to the c o l l e c t i o n i n the f i e l d c a l l e d ” p i d s ”

If we need to match several definitions, we may do so by using several place
holders with common tags throughout them. When using several template tags
with the same name, the system guarantees that all occurrences of those tags that
have the same name are matched to the same Erlang structure each time, pretty
much like normal Erlang pattern matching does but on a larger scale.

4 TOOL EVALUATION

To evaluate the tool beyond the examples used to conduct our research, we have
used readSpec on properties and models produced and used within the PROWESS
project [2] by industrial project partners.

With this pilot study, we aimed to answer two research questions:

RQ1 Can readSpec produce efficient text representations of QuickCheck properties
and models?
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RQ2 Are readSpec text representations an effective way to communicate what is
being tested among stakeholders?

To answer the first question, we decided to measure the amount of time required
for readSpec to generate the textual representations, and the number of lines of
readSpec textual representations w.r.t. the number of lines of corresponding test
properties/models. To answer the second question, we showed the stakeholders both
the test properties and models that were being used, and the textual representa-
tions generated by the tool, and asked them to rate (0–10) whether they would use
readSpec’s outputs instead of their current way of communication, and whether
readSpec’s outputs were easy to understand, to follow, appropriate in verbosity,
etc. (also on a scale of 0–10).

The results we gathered from this pilot can be summarised in the following
points:

• The amount of time needed to produce the textual representations (in the order
of milliseconds) does not seem to be a threat to applicability.

• The nature of the output (verbosity, number of lines) seems to be appropriate
in terms of the number of cases which are needed to illustrate a property, which
are in direct relationship with the data distribution of the corresponding data
generators. Same happens with the number of lines to describe a stateful model,
which is in direct relationship to the number and complexity of its preconditions
and postconditions (c.f. Figure 5).

• The feedback from the interviews with the stakeholders showed that for simpler
cases there was a high degree of influence of the persons skills and background
as to whether a test property source code was considered more helpful and/or
easier to understand that its corresponding textual representation, as produced
by the readSpec tool. However, for more complex cases, two situations were
consistent:

1. there were some people that still would not make sense of either of the two
alternatives,

2. the rest of the interviewees consistently agreed that the text version was
more helpful.

This usefulness was in some cases even strong enough to provide people the
insights needed to suggest more tests.

4.1 Improvements Derived from Evaluation

The industrial evaluation of our tool led us to identify several improvements to the
tool, which constitute our main lines of future work.

Regarding the behaviour-driven development scenarios, QuickCheck test mod-
ules usually contain not one, but a number of test properties. This can lead to
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Figure 5. Lines of code of the examples shown to stakeholders during evaluation

very verbose feature files if all scenarios for those properties are condensed into
one single feature file. On the other hand, it can lead to a big number of files if
scenarios are written into separated files (i.e., one per property). It is yet unclear
to us that one of the two possibilities will be unanimously preferred by developers
and users, so the option to configure this behaviour at the tool level is a desired
feature.

Besides, at the moment readSpec uses the coverage tool provided by the Erlang
OTP libraries, cover. However, the PROWESS coverage tool Smother [47] provides
an improved coverage measure that we would rather use. This will involve solving
some integration issues that currently exist between Smother and the QuickCheck
eqc suite library.

For documentation purposes, and in order to guarantee the acceptance and
use of readSpec within the Erlang community, we aim to develop some additional
examples. For instance, to ensure seamless integration with Cucumber-like tools,
we will implement the necessary steps in order for them to be executable using one
of the Erlang implementations of Cucumber.

Regarding the descriptions of stateful models, a list of future improvements
follows.

4.1.1 Contextualisation of Output

Depending on the kind of callback that is being explained, information could be
presented differently. For example, the output
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================================
PRECONDITION

================================

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
the l i t e r a l ’ t r u e ’

tells us that there is no precondition for the current command. Or, effectively, that
the precondition returns always the atom true. This could be expressed in a more
intuitive way with a message like:

The command can a lways be execu t ed i n d e p end en t l y
o f the c u r r e n t s t a t e o f the model .

In a similar way, we could further improve output such as

∗∗∗ RESULT ∗∗∗
a r e c o r d o f type ’ s t a t e ’ w i th the f i e l d s :

r e g s = the f i e l d c a l l e d ” r e g s ”
dead = the f i e l d c a l l e d ”dead”
p i d s = the r e s u l t o f add ing the r e s u l t o f c a l l i n g spawn/0

to the c o l l e c t i o n i n the f i e l d c a l l e d ” p i d s ”

since even after using idioms, this piece of output may be seen as a bit confusing,
when it is merely meant to explain that the only field modified is the field pids. In
future work, only the modified fields should be specified. In addition, it would also
be interesting to describe the field modifications in a reflexive way, i.e., “the result
of calling spawn/0 is added to the collection in the field pids”.

4.1.2 Removal of Graphical ASCII Markers

Lines and boxes drawn through the use of the characters “=” and “*” should not be
necessary after the output has been contextualised and simplified. In cases of need,
hierarchy could be expressed in a cleaner way by using indentation, numeration or
bullets.

4.1.3 Parametrisation of Verbosity

While in most cases we want the output to be simple and non-verbose, in some
scenarios condensed output may be harder to understand. In those cases, and for
debugging purposes, it may be useful to be able to get less refined output on demand.
Consequently, we would add this option as a configuration option that can be enabled
or disabled at will.

4.1.4 Information about Argument Generation

It can be observed that, when using the symbolic functionality of the current version
of readSpec, no information is extracted about the possible type of the arguments
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used with the commands. This information could be extracted from QuickCheck’s
generators. This information could be useful to the user and should be provided in
the semi-natural description of the model.

One last general concern about the readSpec tool is scalability. Symbolic execu-
tion is known to scale poorly. Every reachable bifurcation will in principle duplicate
the number of possibilities that reach it. Because of this, even simple programs
may produce an output too big for symbolic execution to be feasible. However, all
the test models written by our industrial partners that we have analysed so far are
processed by readSpec within seconds. Since most of these models correspond to
the unit level of testing, this may indicate that at least the unit-level behaviour is,
in general, simple enough to be handled by our tool without issues.

5 RELATED WORK

The research on how to improve the involvement of stakeholders in the software de-
velopment process has been extensive in recent years, following the broad adoption
of agile methodologies and practices [49, 12, 44, 29]. However, most efforts focus on
how to make this involvement more effective where it is taken for granted: during
requirements extraction [24, 26, 20]. Even if we know that sustained stakeholder
involvement is key to the success of a software product [4, 22], when it comes to
extending said involvement to other stages of the software development process,
initiatives tend to focus on improvement of usability testing and user interface de-
sign [18, 48, 21], or final validation activities [37, 41].

Indeed, some of these activities explore the source of tools like Cucumber [36],
but frequently to help developers connect human-readable test specifications with
specific test strategies (i.e. model-based testing [10]) or to specific systems in which
expressing such requirements is in itself challenging [28]. Naturally, the state of
the art inspired the work presented here, as explained in Section 2.1, but to the
best of our knowledge, this paper constitutes the first effort to close the circle and
make the test artifacts of advanced testing strategies and techniques (i.e. proper-
ties, PBT stateful models), and also additional by-products (i.e. counterexamples),
available back to the stakeholders, thus representing a key contribution for sustained
involvement throughout software development.

In its novelty, our work opens additional lines of research that would deserve
further investigation, such as the definition of alternative ways of describing stateful
scenarios in a sensible way. We do not claim the proposal we have made in this
regard to be optimal, and most certainly there is room for improvement around it.

6 CONCLUSION

The goal of readSpec, the tool we have presented in this paper, is to help non-
technical stake-holders to understand the artifacts used in property-based testing.
To this end, we have explored the transformation of test properties and test models
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into semi-natural language representations. This transformation of PBT sources into
their human-readable written descriptions is intended to allow developers (and/or
testers) to communicate the requirements they are implementing and testing in
the software to other stake-holders who may not have the technical knowledge to
understand PBT artifacts.

This transformation presents a research challenge in that PBT artifacts are
higher-level representations of requirements which are later on translated by tools
such as QuickCheck into specific test cases, but are still expressed using a pro-
gramming language. Also, test models are divided into a number of components
(preconditions, postconditions, state transformations) which need to be integrated
and presented in a coherent manner.

Our work closes the circle of communication with stakeholders, that could al-
ready use tools like Cucumber to express requirements that would later on generate
test cases; with readSpec now, additional test properties and models that devel-
opers write, alongside counterexamples that test cases reveal, can be expressed in
a human-friendly manner. Alongside this methodological contribution, two main
technical contributions have been discussed:

1. Automatic transformation of test properties into Cucumber-like scenarios, which
are semi-natural English text versions of sample test cases.

2. Automatic transformation of stateful test models into semi-natural English de-
scriptions of the behaviour they represent.

Both of them have been implemented in a single tool, readSpec, available for
download as a GitHub repository [1], together with the full examples that have
been used through the paper, and a user manual. Last but not least, a number of
improvements, based on the evaluation of the tool by an industrial partner, have
also been presented, and are currently being incorporated into upcoming versions of
the tool.

One of the aspects that came up as most interesting to practitioners during the
evaluation of our tool was the stakeholder-readable presentation of counterexamples.
Our current work is dealing with this aspect, working on the automatic generation
of other kinds of representations for counterexamples, such as sequence diagrams,
applicable to both stateless and stateful systems or components.
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